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A MONOGRAPH on DENGUE FEVER,

Introduction,

Having been through an Epidemic of Dengue Fev¬

er -whilst stationed with my regiment in Hongkong in

the year 1902, I was struck with the very marked con¬

trast of the disease to that described in the text

books, and the extraordinary variations which occurred

in the cases. I observed also that it was to the

European a very much more serious disease than I had.

been led to think. The fact that all the Asiatic

Troops were treated in separate pavilions of the Kow-

loon Station Hospital gave me the advantage of seeing

all the cases admitted to Hospital not in my own

wards. Twice a week I had to do d.uty in the Hongkong

Station Hospital for British Troops as orderly medical

officer for 18 hours and. I therefore saw most of the

cases that occurred amongst the British Troops. The

European officers were treated in their own

quarters and. I only transferred one case to the

Civil Hospital in Hongkongfon account of pronounced

and troublesome nervous symptoms amounting to Mel¬

ancholia. This case will be referred to later when
!

dealing with the complications. The cases were ad¬

mitted into the general wards as Iwas of the opinion
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that the disease was non-contagious and not allied to

the exanthemata as regards contagion. I had come to

this conclusion from observing how only certain indiv¬

iduals from a barrack room would be attacked, and that

it never got a ±eal hold in any of the regiments, but

appeared only in isolated cases. Ihe men themselves

if possible, would not report sick and. a few to my

knowledge accomplished this when attacked at the end.

of the week. They do this, as many of them pride

themselves on never having reported sick and keeping

a clean medical history sheet. Under these circum¬

stances if it had been contagious it could not have

failed to spread rapidly. I had. the theory that it

was a mosquito borne disease from the fact that no

hospital assistant, orderly or servant, developed, the

disease and that whilst the Asiatic troops were com¬

paratively free from the disease, the European troops

were far more affected and. they again not nearly so

badly as the general population. In hospital every

case had to sleep with a mosquito net on account of

malaria and. a rigorous war of extermination of all

breeding places of mosquitoes was carried out. The

result of the mosquito war which had. been in force

for some time is very well shown by the fact that out

of a European Military Establishment of 1,502 souls

including women and children there were only 241 cases.
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The European Barracks being situated in the heart of

the city of Victoria could not be kept as free from

mosquitoes as desired, owing to the proximity of hous¬

es and compounds over which Military Control could not

be exercised. The Asiatic barracks, and Matsheds on

the other hand stood in the middle of their own

grounds, and over these the most strict supervision

was exercised. Where possible standing water was re¬

move# and where impossible once a week crude petroldum

was poured over the surface. The results were re¬

markable. The Sepoys and Native officers of the

Hongkong and Singapore Battalion of Royal Garrison

Artillery told me repeatedly that never in their ex¬

perience dating back twenty years had their barracks

been so' free of mosquitoes. Thus out of a total

strength of 2,741 men only 26 cases of Dengue occurred,

In the Annual Report on the Vital statistics of Hong¬

kong the following is written. "So badly was the

civil community affected that the business of the is¬

land was carried on with difficulty, the labour market

being disorganised, and the police force crippled".

In the following pages I propose to give an

account of the literature on the subject up to the pre¬

sent time and also of my own experiences and observa¬

tions on the disease as it occurred, in the outbreak in

Hongkong in 1902.
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DEFINITION. Dengue is an acute infectious

disease of Tropical and. Sub-tropical regions occurring

in wide spread epidemics generally from endemic areas.

It is characterised by a sudden rise of temperature,

an initial erythematous rash, anorexia, pains in the

joints and a terminal polymorphous eruption.

GEOGRAPHICAL SURVEY. She earliest extant re¬

cords of the disease date from the year 17*79 when it
C1)

was described by Dr. Brylon in Batavia Java under the

name of "Khockelkoorts"i.e.bone fever, that being the

name used by the natives. !jlhe same year it occurred
i

in Egypt and was described by the Arab historian
Gaberti and was known by the Arabs as "A$u rokab" i.e.

"The father of the knee joint."

In 1780 an epidemic is described by Busli in

Pensylvania where it was known as "Break bone fever"

or, as one witty lady called it-, "Heart break fever,"

owing to the depression which followed the attack. In

the same year Persin a missionary describes an outbreak
on the Coromandel Goast. (Hirsch).

In 1784= Dr. Gristobel Cubillas describes an

(4=)
outbreak in Cadiz and Seville where it was known as

"La piadosa" i.e."The pious or benevolent",because no

deaths occurred from it. Another outbreak occurred in

Cadiz in 1788. No further descriptions of the diseas^
(5)

are on record until 1818 when Paredes describes an

outbreak in Lima Peru.
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Morice notes an epidemic in Jamaica in 1821

described by Maxwell. ?he years 1824-5 mark the be¬

ginning of the really wide-spread epidemic when Smart

draws attention to the Indian epidemic, which beginning

en the Sast Coast at Madras, Pondicherry, Rangoon, Cal¬

cutta, spread up the Hooghly and Gangetic plain to fier-

hampore, Patna, Gehazipore, Benares, Mizapore, and. in

the same year an extensive epidemic in Gujerat, includ¬

ing its capital Baroda, and also extending to Bombay,

fihrenberg also describes an outbreak at Suez in 1824.

In 1826 Waring reports an outbreak in Savannah in

Georgia, and in the following £ears occurred the wi&e-
(8)

spread epidemics in the Virgin Islands, St. ffihomas,
(9) (10)

Santa Cruz, St. Bartholomew, St. Kitts, .Antigua , Guad¬

eloupe, Martinique, Bermudas, Barbadoes, $obago, Jam¬

aica, Cuba, Curacao, which spread to the mainland of

America as far as Charleston, Hew Orleans, and Louis¬

iana in 1831.
(12)

Be Brun in 1835 observes the epidemic on the

shores of the Red Sea, and shows that it reached Mecca

In 1836 to 1840 it was present in Madras and Calcutta
(3)

where it was described by Raleigh.
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In 183? 6erm.ud.as (Hirsch)
"1841 Be liruii again mentions the disease in Cairo

and Alexandria.
4

" 1844 Goodeve in Calcutta and. Be Brun in ienagal also
• 184? and 8

CtW
" 1845-8 Eey describes^ epidemic in Qeree and St. Lou¬

is in Senegambia.
• 1845-9 Lallemant in Eio de Janeiro and Brazil 1846-9

O/W
" 1850 Dickson d.escribe»Aoutbreak through all the

tu.
Southern States of N. America alsoAWest Indies.

" 1851 Callas in Lima (Smith) Eeunion (Dutronlau) and
1852-3 in Peru.

" 1852-3 in Sahiti (Dutronlau)
" 1854 Havana and Curacao, Mobile, Cuba and West In¬

dian Islands.

" 1853 and 4 a wide-spread epidemic all over India de¬

scribed by Goedeve.
" 1860-3 Bermudas, Martinique, Senegal, Senegambia,

and Beyrouth. (De Brun.)
" 1865 Senegambia. (Thaly). Canary Islands (Poggio,)

Cadiz (Peggie) Beyrouth.
"186? Cadiz (Poggio)and Beyrouth.

(13J
" 1868 Port Said (Vauvray) and Beyrouth also 1869 and.

18?0. (Barat) at Eeunion in 1869.
" 1870-5 Wide-spread epidemic in the Sast from Arabia

(14) ?
and Bast Africa Samao, Zanzibar, Mombasa, to
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(15) (16)
India to China as far as North Amoy. (Manson.) In 1873
in the Western Hemisphere a more limited epidemic in

the Gulf of Mexico, Louisiana and Alabama. 1871-3 Fox

mosa, Java, Golebes and Sumatra.

1877 Ismailia (Do Irun).

1878 Tripoli, Beyrouth and Malta.

1880 Cairo, Port Said and Alexandria, Ports of ited Sea
(14)

and Jeddah, last Indian Squadron and Garribbean

Coast of North America.

1881 Beyrouth. Khania to Grete and Syria.

1883 Port Said and Beyrouth.

1885 " " " and Gibraltar, New Saledon

ia, and Fiji^Islands lexas,
1886 Beyrouth.

(1?)
1887 " Tripoli. Gibraltar, Cyprus, Virginia

(Charlottesville).
(19)

1888 " Ad.en, Gibraltar, Cyprus.
(20) (21)1889 Epidemic over Syria, Asia Minor and ASgian shores

f bIucIof Greece and Surkey and Ports of Black Sea.
L

(Cyprus, I^des, Athens, Chios, and Islands of
Grecian Archipelago, Bametscus and Jerusalem, Pi*-

(17)
oaus, Irapezunt, Varna and Salonica).

(23)
1890-5 in Senegambia and Hongkong. 1892 Beyrouth.

(24)
1893 E. India Fleet.

1895-6 Bombay and in Charleston, Cochin China(N
(2£A
ogufc)
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1897-8 Georgia., Florida and Sexas.
1901 Bangkok

(28)
1901 and 2 Hongkong and far East Generally and AnstSfcl-

(«F)
ia especially Brisbane. 1904 Beyrouth.

1905 Ouba. (Agramonte) .

(28) (29) (30)
1905-8 Egypt, Panama. 1907 Philippines.

1903 Beyroulh.
(32)

1909 Syria

1910 Syrian and Palestine s.

I have filled in a chart of the World (Append¬

ix IV) shewing the regions affected by the different

epidemics with their dates. This shows that the lim¬

it of diffusion of the disease may be roughly stated a^
between the 40th parallels North and South of the Equa¬

tor. She only time the fever spread North of the 40th

parallel was in the outbreak in 1889 when the gouthem

shores of the Black iea were infected during a very hot

summer. Oompare this chart with that of the chart of

the reported habitat of the Culex fatigans. AppendiV

^he striking similarity is very manifest and I have no

doubt whatever that if the mosquito was looked for, any

differences in similarity at present apparent would

speedily be filled in.
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STOONYLIS. She name Dengue is now the offic¬

ial nomenclature adopted by the iteyal Colleges. Sted-

man in the Edinburgh Medical and Surgical Journal of

1828 states clearly that the natives of the West Indies

mocked their comrades afflicted with the disease* by

calling out "Dandy". ?hey did this on account of the

characteristic gait adopted by their fellows when they

attempted to walk. the pain in the joints of their

lower extremities causing them to put their feet down

gently* in order to lessen the pain from any sudden jar

ring. She mincing gait resulting* resembled the care¬

ful and affected gait of the jeunesse dor^e of those

days. She Spaniards in the island called it dunga

which means affectation* and s© it got corrupted to the

present appellation. She names which I notice below

are interesting from the fact that they arise from one

or other prominent symptom which has Chiefly excited

the attention of the race which the fever had attacked.

She Satavians in 1779 called it Kneckel-koorts i.e.bone

fever. Ch: ie states that the natives of Zanzibar

in 1822 referred to the disease as Kidingapepo which

means the Evil Spirit of Cramp and in 1870 homamagua

or leg fever. His contention that the natives in

1870 could remember it being called Benga in 1823 is
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untenable. A native with his wish to please is only

too ready to profess to remember anything suggested to

him. ihe difficulty in questioning natives whilst

endeavouring to arrive at a diagnosis is well known to

all medical men in the last, and in these days Western,

education was not. fhere fore the last Soast of Africa

can hardly claim the distinction of carrying the name

to St. Shomas. But I do not think there can be much

doubt that the disease was carried from there as it

was called African fever from its appearance after a

cargo of slaves had been landed. ^aberti in 1??9 men¬

tions the Arab name A^u-rokab i.e.the father of the

knee joint, and this name is still known amongst the
£

Arabs for dengue. Ahu el thaletta i.e. three days fe¬

ver is also an Arab name. Vauvray in 1868 in Sgypt

called it Bate fever from its occurring at th© time of

the date gathering.

Ihe Bunmese know it as Tofc-kive-ana i.e.the

tying or drawing together disease or Toohutia, the

Hawaians as Benon i.e. sighs, or Bou-hou i.e. the groan

ing disease.

the Spaniards have called it La piadosa i.e.

the pious or benevolent, because it is practically non-
l

fatal, also Ga^entura roja i.e.the red fever. Gelor-
<v

ado i.e. red, Pantomimia and Sanson i.e.burningffever

• f short duration. in ^eneriffe it is known as
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Sranca.^0 which means a blow with a bar.

The French have called it La fievre rouge, and.

in Tripoli poire des genoux des massues, i.e.father of

beaten knees, also Bouquet from the rash, and the Sng-

lish corrupted it into bucket.

Shaly in Senegal called it the Articular fovea*

of hot countries.

The Brazilians c&lled it Polka fever. In

America it was known as Break bone fever, Giraffe or

stiff necked fever, broken wing fever.

Among the names given to it in India are Ad.en

fever, as the disease was supposed to have been brought

to Bombay by a ship from Aden. Epidemic inflammatory

fever of Calcutta. (Mellis). Eruptive epidemic fever
of India. the remaining names suggested for the dis¬

ease are:-Exanthesis Rosalia Arthrodynia (Cock), ex-

anthesis arthrosia, febrilis rheumaticus; scarlatina
A/

rheumatica, eruptive articular rheumatism, plantatia^
eruptive rheumatic fever.
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UETTnoROLOGY of DENGUE. Dengue is essential¬

ly a disease of the Sropics and Sub-tropics. Hhen it

passes these limits it does so only at the hottest

times of the year and when the humidity of the atmos¬

phere is increased. directly the weather becomes

cooler the epidemic form of the disease rapidly dis¬

appears. fhis is well shown in the epidemics in the

Southern States of North America, Egypt, China, and the

Mediterranean. It is most extraordinary how the dis¬

ease clings for preference to coast towns and advances
(41)

up the estuaries and rivers. It would appear as if

there was some element necessary in the atmospheric

conditions for this fact. She only known outbreak

which did not confine itself to the Coast line or

large rivers was the outbreak in India from 1870 to

1873. In Appendix I. I have given some figures extra-
(37)

cted from the Army Statistics of Ind.ia(Bryden in 1872)
to prove this point. Another point of great interest

is that the disease very rarely mounts to high levels.

This was most evident in Hongkong. She City of Vict¬

oria is built at the foot of a hill known as the Peak.

Iho luropean Merchants have their residences on it

about 1700 feet above sea level and in all the epidem¬

ics only two or three cases occurred at that elevation,

In Appendix ii I have given the Meteorological readings

for the three years during which I was stationed there,,
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This Appendix shows that judging by those readings

there is no meteorologioal factor to be considered in

coming to a conclusion why the epidemic should be bad

in 1902 ana not so in 1903 ana 1904. The only excep¬

tion to the rule concerning high levels is remarked by
(23)

De Brun from Beyrouth where the disease spread to vill¬

ages in the interior from 3,93? ft. to 4,921 ft. above

sea level and. attacked three quarters of the population

In Egypt Appendix iii I have extracted, from

Sand.with*s paper the Annual mean temperature and Humid¬

ity for Cairo. This shows that the epidemic appears

when the Nile begins to rise and continues through the

period of the increased humidity. When the cold wea¬

ther commences it gradually disappears. So long ago

as 1827 &re^ remarked that the disease on board the

Hast Indiaman "Asia" died out when cooler waters were

reached after leaving Bombay. This is the report one
the

gets of epidemics all over the world, that as soon as^
cold weather approaches the disease begins to die out

and loses its virulence.
(40)

Horton remarks that the meteorological condi¬

tions which are ripe for epidemics of malaria are th©

same for those of dengue.
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ETIOLOGY. I think a few remarks are not out

of place on the observations and. writings of eur fere-

fathers in Medical Soienoc who had not the benefit of

emr highly specialised scientific training and. accur¬

ate instrumentalia. Their works (I am serry to say)

hare, in certain cases been ruthlessly swept aside as

unworthy of comment. This doubtless is due to the

strenueus endeavour to get at the correct solution of

eur many problems. The first work I believe extant

in the English language viz. Bush of Pensylvania con¬

tains the observation that the epidemic of Break bene

fever began in 1780 in the month of August,which was

uncommonly warm with a Thermometer standing at 90° P.

and mosquitoes extremely numerous. The latter obser¬

vation he states is a certain sign of an unwholesome

atmosphere. How many years have passed I What labori¬

ous work has been done! What munerous lives have been

lost, to prove that the mosquito net in regions in¬

fested by this pest will work as a charm to the heatth

of the users. How difficult too, even at the present

day t© get communities to take concerted action again¬
st the pests. Stedman in Sept. 1827 refers to the

fact that the disease appeared, in Santa-Cruz when the

weather was warm and sultry.
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ipurlonge in 1830 describes St, John Antigua as one of

the dampest towns in the W, Indies being literally

built on a general spring and thinks that the fever is

due to an atmospheric or meteorological condition and

is net communicable. She epidemic occurred wh«h the

atmosphere was surcharged with moisture, the days very

hot and the nights in comparison cold,this being the

ideal condition for driving the mosquitoes into the

houses.

Uftny ebservers held it was contagious but Wragg

of Charleston U.S.A. cites the following:- Its rapid

and almost simultaneous diffusion precludes the idea

of personal comnunication. The limited extent of the

epidemic, as it prevailed in Charleston, but was not

carried into the interior, although the city was daily

thronged with people from the country. its incredib¬

ly short period of incubation, the short and uniform

career of epidemics in the places where the disease

prevailed and its entire and speedy disappearance, thiu

being dependant on climate, season and atmospheric

conditions.

Observers all over the world have noticed the

fact that infected people coming to an uninfected, port

start a fresh epidemic and this has been notioed from

the earliest times.
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Naval Surgeons have drawn attention to the fact that

the disease will cling to a ship. phis is well shown

by Smarl who reports that the Steam Trooper Dalhousie

left .Aden in Deo. 1871 with the disease amongst th©

Lascars. On arrival at Bombay she embarked European

Artillery for Cananore. During the voyage from Bom¬

bay in Jan. 1872 the European officers of the ship who

had been in her from Aden to Bombay, were attacked

with the fever. The troops were perfectly healthy on

landing but within a day or two were attacked with the
disease. From this focus of infection an epidemic

spread as far South as Alleypa and Cochin.

work of McLaug n first attracts attention by his en¬

deavour to find the causal agents in the epidemic rav¬

aging Texas in 1885. Unfortunately he seems to have

formed the preconceived idea that it was of bacterial

origin and sot out to prove it. This is only too

easy in cases where the technique is not perfect and

where the whole of one's time cannot be devoted to bac¬

teriological work. He describes a micrococcus which

he found in the blood both unstained and stained. He

also grew it in an agar culture jelly and in the pat¬

ients blood drawn into bulbs and soalod. Those bulbs

were examined, one three weeks after and. another three

months after the blood was drawn and the same organism;;

Turning to more Modem investigations the
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discovered. She statement that the organisms were

seen both in the urine and vomited matter, sets the
<

seal on the investigations having been conducted on

lines that cannot be accepted as proof.

most interesting and conclusive experiments on the mos¬

quito as being the causal agent in the propagation of

infection. He noticed that the Culex fatigans acud.

StOgomyia fasciata were rampant. His first experim* ;

ents were to prove that if mosquitoes were prevented

from biting an infected patient the other members of

the household would be immune.

child of eight months old became infected with a sever*?

and typical attack. He at once killed all the mosqui¬

toes in three rooms by means ef chlorine and made the

rooms mosquito proof. The child did not become in¬

fected.

(2). In a family with four children aged 4 to 11.
The oldest daught the disease. She above precautions

were adopted and. although the children were kept to¬

gether day and night and slept together for 13 days

the ether children remained free.

(3). A man with a wife and three children, She fa¬
ther became infected. She same precautions were

taken and the room kept mosquito-proof for seventeen

days and. ne ether case occurred.

6: am of Beyrouth in 1002 made a series of

MOSQUITO EXPERIMENTS. 1. A mother nursing he::
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She second series of experiments were to prove

that the mosquito is the infecting agent.

(1). Pour healthy young men were taken from houses
free from infection and put under mosquito nets, Then

mosquitoes from the hets of infected patients put in.

The 1st case developed a chill after 5 days.

• 2nd " " " ■ 6 •

n 3rfl H « « N 4 N

w 4th " no result.

In the 4th case a new batch of mosquitoes was put into

the net with no result. The man gave a history of a

severe attack in 1889 so that possibly he was rendered

immune.

(2). In case these men might have been infected dur¬

ing the day. He took some presumably infected mosqu¬

itoes to a village 3*000 feet up; in the hills which was

quite free from infection. Here he experimented as

before on two young men. One was infected in four

days and the other in five. They were kept in mos¬

quito curtains for some days after recovery and. all

mosquitoes in the house were killed. Ho other case

occurred in the village. These two sets of experi¬

ments appear to me to be very conclusive that 1st. the

mosquito is the ordinary carrier of infection and 2nd
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that the life cycle 4f there is on®, is extraordinari¬

ly short. It points rather to a micro-organism that

can multiply with extraordinary rapidity or living in

the stomach of the mosquito is injected iasto the in¬

sect bites.

BLOOD EXAMDL&IIOh. Staining had no result.

When examined fresh an organism with amoeboid movement

was seen which in many ways resembled, the Plasmodium

malaria but most like Pirosoma bigeminum (Boophilus

bevis^.
Figure 1. <# 0 <0 # #

II. S ® 6

III. ® @ O ^

Figure 1 shows parasite within twenty-four hours,
" 11 Later phase of cycle.

" 111 & IV further advanced and. seen, pushing its

way out.
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In a further series of experiments he follow¬

ed the life history on the "body of the mosquito Culex

fatigans. The blood from the stomach oontained the
parasite up to the 5th day.

Sporulation Pig. 5.

These spores were found in the cells of the salivary

glands in forty-eight hours. Unfortunately this re¬

sult cannot be accepted. The difficulty in working

with fresh blood is due to the refractive changes due

to stippling; and is a very real one to the microsoop-

1st in Tropical Medicine. The changes oocur with suol

rapidity, that one is deceived into being almost pos¬

itive that one is dealing with an amoeboid protozoon.
A most interesting experiment however with a

mosquito infected 2? days previously is worthy of note.

Th© salivary glands were dissected out and. mixed in a

warm sterilised normal peptonised Solution and. inject¬

ed under the skin of a man who three days later devel¬

oped a severe attack of dengue.

An unrehearsed experiment also occurred when

Mrg Graham in helpings her husband with the mosquito

cages was bitten oh. her hand, by a fifteen day infected

mosquito. Three days later she was attacked by a

typical sharp attack of dengue.
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I (4:3}BIberle describes a waall dancing and. grating

parqsite in the blood, plasma but evidently this must

have been some contamination,

^Still fails to find, any demonstrable protozoon
(29)

Carpenter and Sutton also fail to find any of

the bodies described by McLaughlin or Graham,

The last published, -work on the subject is that
(30)

of Ashbum and. Craig of the United. States Army Medical

Department who were detailed, by their Surgeon General

to make a study of the etiology in Manila in 1906,

These experiments were carried out in a thor¬

oughly scientific manner. They found no trace of a

protozoon or micro-organism either in fresh or stained,

blood, but noticed the vacuolation whioh is so suggest¬

ive of parasite invasion in the Bed blood corpuscles.

Blood Cultures. Sogers citrate method of

cultivating the Leishman Donovan bodies was tried and.

found, negative.

Broth Cultures kept for eight weeks were also

negative and in four cases contamination occurred but
ne trace of a protozoon.
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They therefore tried intravenous inoculation

of unfiltered blood from patients to see if the infect¬

ing agent was present in the blood stream. Out of

fourteen volunteers eleven were so inoculated, of thesd

seven developed the disease one case doubtful and

three absolutely immune.

20 minims of blood was used, in eachricasp, ta¬

ken directly from a case of dengue between the third

and fourth day of the disease. The doubtful case is

miist interesting as half a minim of infected blood was

inoculated on Sept. 12th and. on the evening of the 14th

the patient states that he had. a severe headache

and. pains in the arms and legs. On the 16th only a

headache and poor appetite. On 1}he l?th quite well.

On the 19th one ce. ef filtered bloed. intfocted intra¬

venously with no result. On the 25th 20 mms. with no

result. This case raises the question as to whether

the very minute dose in the first instance caused an

iraranity by the abortive attaok which followed. This

also may explain the immunity some persons enjoy from

the disease. A minute dose may be injected by one

infected mosquito whioh is sufficient to protect the

individual from further infection and. the malaise be*

ing so trifling as not to be noticed, by the patient.

This may explain the absolute immunity of the three

volunteers who were injected.
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Intravenous injection, of filtered dengue blood was next

tried in two cases. The blood was filtered through

a Lilliput filter which was proved by culture experi¬

ments to filter off the Micrococcus Mel itens is and.

Spiril lurn Cho 1 erae.

10 ocs. of blood taken from one of the abeve

experimentally induced cases was defibrinated and dil-
CujrurwnC

uted with an equal aaast of normal saline and filter¬

ed. 50 mms. of the filtrate which contained 20 mms.

of filtered blood was inooulated intravenously. In

both cases a typical attaok of Dengue resulted, in one

ease beginning 3 days llhours and in the other 2 days

12 hours after the injection. This proves that in all

probability the organism is ultra-microscopic and is

thus akin to yellow fever. It suggests a living agent

and. not a toxin on account of the incubation period,

and the fact that blood from an experimentally induced

case of dengue was used.

The Experiments made to prove the transmission

of the disease by mosquitoes were not satisfactory as

they foufid great difficulty in handling the mosquitoes

in captivity. Of nine volunteers subjected to the

infected mosquitoes only one was infected with the dis¬

ease. As all these men had been subject to the infec¬

tion bofore being experimented, on, it is quite probable

that they had been rendered more or less immune in the

manner I have previously suggested.
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To the above work I can only add. my negative

work. I had worked in the Pasteur Institute Kasauli

under Colonel Semple and in the Parel Plague Research

Laboratory under Mr Haffkine before being ordered to

Hongkong; so that I had experience in bacteriological
and blood examinations. I invariably examined the

blood of every case of fever admitted into my wards.

Being interested and intent on trying to discover the

oausal agent of Dengue I used to go in my spare time

to the Hongkong Government Laboratory and. work with

Dr. Hunter who was then in charge. . In all the cases

examined both in my own hospital and. in the Laboratory

we could not discover by any means at our disposal the

slightest trace of any micro-organism or protozoon.

That it is a mosquito born^disease probably

by the Culex fatigans is well brought out by comparing

the maps I have added in the Appendices IV & V. I have
(54) (55)

added a complete description and painting of the mos¬

quito, its eggs and larval stage. Appendix VI.
(45)

Boss in Port Said points out that up to 1905

theJplaoe was visited. jr©si*ly by severe epidemics. In

May 1906 a crusade against mosquitoes was begun. Den¬

gue had appeared as usual but rapidly subsided, and. no

case has occurred, there since July 1906. In further

proof of this being the case a severe epidemic occurred
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in Sept. of the fiame y#§J? throughout Egypt. .The only

places not infected being Port Said and Ismailia where

mosquito brigades exist. That the mosquito propaga¬

tion is more than a. theory I do not think cah be doubt¬

ed. Prom the earliest records we have observers not¬

ing that the disease occurred when mosquitoes were most

in evidence. Then its seasonal prevalence and occur-

ance along low lying moist coasts and spreading up riv¬

ers. Its rapid diffusion from an infected centre. Its

rarity in high altitudes and where mosquitoes are not

troublesome. The rapid and almost sudden cessation

of an outbreak when the temperature falls. The whole

evidence is therefore in favour of a mosquito born dis¬

ease as it so clearly resembles in its epidemic onset

and disappearance yellow fever and malaria. Which dis¬

eases are unquestionably mosquito borz^as proved by
the brilliant work of the .American Commission and Majo^
Bess.

The question then arises as to how the diseasi

is carried on from one epidemic to another. This is 4
matter at present of pure speculation. It is not how¬

ever difficult to imagine that the organism or proto-

aoon may be a natural inhabitant of damp soil and that

under favourable climatic or organic conditions be

able t© infect mosquitoes and so the human race.
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Many observers have been of the opinion that

the disease is allied to the Exanthemata. This howev*

er in my opinio*! cannot be entertained owing to the

fact that the spread of the disease is so sudden and.

rapid. Every class, race, age and sex suffer equally.
A

That it is not air born or communitated by fo^bmites is
well shewn by the prophylactic measures taken by Gra~

ham in his experiments. He prevented the spread of

the disease to the rest of the household by the destru¬

ction and prevention of access of the mosquitoes.

Ashburn and Craig also proved this to be negative by

causing a healthy man to sleep in the beds which had

been occupied by three dengue patients and. also made

him wear their nuaderclothes, the man remaining perfect¬

ly well. l|y previous extracts also show that the

writers on the subject were very dubious as to its be¬

ing contagious or not, some holding that it was,whilst

others that it was not.
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INCUBATION. This appears to be very variabl®

and dependant on the susceptibility of the individual.

The various -writers differ on the subject from one to

eight days, but the concensus of opinion is about three

days. The difficulty in deciding arises from the fact
A

that^is impossible to tell when the infection took
place andA absence of prodromal symptoms. In the exper

work

imental^of Graham with infected mosquitoes
two cases had an incubation of 3 days

two cases had an incubation of 4 days

i * •» w i» 5 "

•ne case " " " 6 "

Anhburn and. Craig injecting unfiltered blood from den¬

gue patients.

one case had an incubation of 2 days 18 hours

one " mm m "2" 19"

©ne " mm II "3" •«

©ne " * "v " " 3 " 18 "

one " " "v " " 4 " 4 "

one m m m m ti y w

with filtered blood from dengue patients

•ne case had an incubation of 2 days 12 hours,

one " mm m " 3 " 11 "

Thus the period from experimentally induced cases var¬

ies from to 7 days. It has been reported that a

passenger landing in Hongkong from a mail boat was at¬

tacked after only twenty-four hours on shore.
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immunity. Shis is very variable as i.n some

epidemics ittsi conclusively proved that a second att¬

ack may occur; but on the whole one attack in an epid¬

emic generally protects from another. The immunity

in some cases undoubtly holds from one epidemic to an¬

other when mere than a: year has elapsed. Dickinson

records in the epidemic in Charleston of 1850 that on¬

ly those escaped who had suffered from the disease in

1828. In Hongkong I met several men who had th® dis¬

ease in 1901 and had it again in 1902. - There is no

doubt a few fortunate individuals escape tbeu disease

because they are never bitten by mosquitoes. Charles

in the Indian Epidemics noticed that people who had had

attacks or had. been immune in 1824 were practically

the only ones who escaped in subsequent epidemics.
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SYMPTOMOLOGY. GEHERAL DESCRIPTION of a TYPICAL ATTACK."

She patient is suddenly seized with the dis¬

ease whilst in perfect health. He has a feeling of

chilliness and shivering, and feels generally unwell
few

and very fatigued. So sudden is the attack that very

patients fight against the disease hut take at once to

bed,. The Temperature rises rapidly with a very viol¬

ent headache and. intense pain especially at the hack

of the eyes and aggravated on movement of the eyeballs.

The eyes are injected and. watery. The face appears

flushed especially over the malar hones, ferehead and.

round the eyes. Its appearance is that of a person

vividly hlushihg and the erythema may spread over all

the skin and mucous membranes of tie body. This is

the initial Eruption and is only an erythema. With

this, there is often a diffuse pain over the loins so

that the patient oannet lie comfortably. At the same

time there is acute pain in one or several joints or in

the muscles and. is very much worse on movement* Anor¬

exia is present often with actual vomiting especially

if the attack comes on after a meal. The Temperature

rapidly rises and reaches its maximum in a few hours

generally 103°to 104°P. The pulse follows the temper-'

ature running from 100 to 120 &eats per minute. The

skin is hot and dry. At this stage the patient is in¬

tensely miserable as any attempt at movement causes an
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exacerbation of the intense headache and severe pain

in the limbs and loins. The prostration is -very mar¬

ked. The tongue is covered "with a moist, white fur.

This condition lasts unchanged for usually twenty-four

hours, then a slight drop in the temperature with a

slight amelioration of the symptoms. Then at the end

of the second or third day this stage is terminated by

crisis with diaphoresis^diuresis and perhaps epistaxis.
All the urgent symptoms disappear and. the patient be¬

comes quite comfortable. This is the Interval when

the temperature becomes Ecojaaal and th« patient may want

to get up and. g© back t© his work. All he feels, is

a slight twinge in his legs er loins anJ. slight giddi^o

ness. The tongue cleans and the appetite and feeling

of bien-etre returns. This lasts until the fburth or

fifth day from the beginning of the attack. Then a

rise of temperature occurs usually not more than 102*

and only lasting a few hours. With th© recurrence of

the fever an eruption of a rubeolar character appears,

known as the Terminal rash. It first makes its appear¬

ance on the palms and. backs of the hands and. from there

rapidly spreads to the arms, trunk and. legs. The er¬

uption continues for a variable time generally one to

two days and. then disappearing followed by an imperfect

furfuraceous desquamation. The patient in an ordinary

attack rapidly picks up strength and his appetite re¬

turns, and. after a few days debility is restored to
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per foot health with perhaps now and again a twinge in

the hack or joints to remind him of his attack.

She above general description corresponds en

the whole with the epidemic that I have observed. She

initial erythema was by no means always pros coat and.

when it was, the patients often complained of a feeling

ef tightness in the skiA and there was a certain a-

mount of fulness of the skin to.be made out, She ter-
i

minal rash also was very often absent and so was tbfc

rise of temperature, the patients convalescing straight

away from the third day.

MOPS OF OHSSI. In nearly all1 accounts the

sudden onset has been noticed. At times with definite

rigors but more often the feeling ef chilliness which

has very often been present all through the attack,
(8)

Stodipan observes that his patients had a feeling of in¬

tense cold through all the stages. She joint pains of

a sharp shooting character are usually in the ankles,

wrists# and knees and their onset is sudden, cerrespon-

ding to the feeling of chilliness. A common onset is

for the patient to wake out of sleep with great pain

in the "head# joints and loins; or to be attacked soon

after ho gets up and before he has finished dressing,
certain cases there are definite prodromal symptoins

the patient haying a feeling of languor, anorexia,and.'
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a dirty tongue the day before he is definitely attacked

In many cases if the temperature was taken it would be
(46)

found to be over 100°P. Be Brun has noticed cases in

which the temperature did not rise in the beginning of

the attack. The initial erythema is a sign that must

net be trusted. At times it is very marked at the on¬

set, at other times it appears from twelve to fifteen

heurs later and. very eften is not present at all. She

eyes are usually painful on movement from tha first and

the headache is frontal, deep seated and throbbing.

The conjunctiva is injected and watery and. the descri¬

ption of ferrety eyes is very correct. She attack
i.

may begin wiith vomiting and. nausea and. uneasy sensat¬

ions in the epigastrium but in the majority of cases
(3)

only a distaste for food. Cubillas states that pat¬

ients were taken at the beginning with vomiting and. ab¬

dominal pains until the fever was established, others

by a strong watery diarrhoea, others by a state of dil¬

ation and inertia of the stomach accompanied trtth great

feebleness, distaste for all food and a particular re¬

pugnance for the drinks. together with these more or

less acuie symptoms there is an extraordinary degree

of mental and bodily lassitude. She patient feeling

tired and weary beyond anything he has ever experienc¬

ed before.



FEVER. Shis I found to he most irregular in

its behaviour. As an almost invariable ru#l« the tem¬

perature rapidly attained its maximum; that is within

four ©a? five hours of the onset of the symptoms. From

this point it was impossible to foretell how long the

disease would last. So my great surprise I have seen

sharp attacks suddenly end by crisis after twenty-four

hours. Shese were accompanied by profuse diaphoresis

and diuresis and. the complete disappearance of all the

unpleasant symptoms, and no return of the fever as far

as I could ascertain. In other cases there would be

only a slight remission not more than one degree en the

second, day ahd the temperature usually dropped on the

evening of the third day. In certain, cases it would

not drop until the fourth or fifth dayjaftd in these

cases the terminal rash usually appeared as the dia¬

phoresis came on. With the fall of the temperature

the acute symptoms disappeared as if by magic. She
j

only active sequelae being pain in the joints and

muscles of the extremities on sudden movement. In very

few of the cases did. I see the typical return of the #

fever on the 4th or 5th day with a rash that was appar¬

ent. In my hospital cases my Hospital Assistants most

zealously watohed for it, as in my first oases I had

expressed an opinion that they must have missed it as -

so transient* In my private cases the difficulty of

detecting a fleeting rise of temperature is not sur¬

prising.
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fuming to the literature on the subject Hush

in Pensylvania in 1780 observes that the solution of

the fever usually took place on the third or fourth day

and does not mention a second rise, sickson in Charle-

ston on the other hand in 1828 describes the initial

fever as lasting on an average thirty-six hours and on
(8)

the sixth day a second paroxysm. Stedman and. the wri¬

ters on the epidemic in the West Indies in 1828 all ob¬

serve that the first attack usually lasted thirty-six

hours and. was followed on the third or fourth day by a
(I5)

slight secondary fever. Charles in the Indian

Epidemics notes how rarely the secondary fever occhrrec. •

and when it did so^was never over lOQT. Sandwith in
the numerous Egyptian epidemics notes the temperature

as rising to 104CF. and. dropping to normalL on the thirt.

day and. in many cases a rise en the fourth day which

may last three days. ?he Creek Medical Committee de¬

scribe the ihltial fever as rising to 104®to 105.8*F.
and lasting from 24 to 36 hours, then after a remission

of two to three days another slighter rise. Negue in

Saigon noted an initial temperature of 104 to W&- F.

lasting 48 hours, then a return after one to two days'

interval lasting 24-36 hours. Four of his cases ter¬

minated fatally and in them the temperature rose to

107.before death. in Penang and Pridmore

in in 1902 both noted that the temperature rose
O 0

to 104 or 105 F. and. then from its maximum gradual ly
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fell to normal on the third day, and. that any further

rise of temperature was very rare, although the second^
(49) !

rash was very evident. Jones4.in the Philippine epid¬

emic of 190? has made the most interesting observations

showing how in the same epidemic the temperature charts

differ and gives three varieties.

(1). temperature rises to 103*P. for 36 hours and. then

drops by crisis to normal. It rises again to not more

than 100° P. ai-d is irregular between normal and 100° P.

Dor two or four more days.

(2). A temperature rising to 103"or 104° P, and remain

ing there for twelve hours and. a grad.ual fall through

two or three"days to normal and no secondary rise.
0 - *

(3) She temperature as before rising to 103 or 104 F,
aM after 24 hours dropping to 99°P. ?Jhe same evening

rising again to 103°P. or higher to drop again a little
in the morning and to remain irregular for five to sev¬

en days before returning to normal.
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THE BASHES. The Classical accounts of the

disease all describe two rashes. . The first or initi¬

al rash is a true erythema that may be confined to the

face or spread all over the body. In some cases it is

accompanied with a feeling of tightness of the skin ahd

a visible ai.d palpable oedematous condition but this

latter aocompaniinent is not oommon. The rash may be

present from the very first or may not develop for

twelve to fifteen hours after the onset of the fever.

Again the rash may not appear at all. In certain cas¬

es it is accompanied with a hyperaesthetio condition

• f the skin. $e Brun noticed that if the weather was

very hot this rash was not marked whilst on the ether

hand when the weather was comparatively cool it was

very well marked. This may point to the fact that

when the skin was well supplied with blood it was able

to get rid of toxins without causing a hyperaeomia. In

the truly tropical outbreaks this initial eruption is

net such a constant feature of the disease except in

the Calcutta outbreak of 1824 when the skin was descri¬

bed as being hot and dry and. covered with a uniform

blush.

The Terminal rash in the majority of epidemics

is well marked but again it may bo so trifling on the

extensor surfaces of the legs and arms that it may be

missed. It is Also at times completely absent. Shis

rash begins as a rule on the third day but not defini¬

tely confined, to that day. A greater latitude must
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be given to the day on which it makes its appearance

I would say from the beginning of the third to the
i

sixth day. The rash usually begins on the palms of

the hands and soles of the feet and has no definite
(5?)

type, of its own. Castellani's description is excell¬

ent. She rash is of two types(l) A measly eruption
of small circular dark red papules which almost entire¬

ly disappear on pressure or (2) a scarlatiniform erup¬

tion of olese set bright red points which may ooalesc

to form large red patches. Eruptions intermediate in

appearance between these two types may be present.

In the accounts of the epidemics it is fre¬

quently noted that there is a definite swelling of the

hands and feet together with numbness and. an itohing

burning sensation of the skin. The rash is present

for two to eight days and in the majority of cases is

followed by a fine furfuraceous desquamation, which

may continue from one to two days to two ©r three weeks

In rare instances art intense pruritis may be present.

The rash is never petechial but always disappears on

pressure. It usually disappears in the order in which

it appears namely first on the wrists, hands and feet

then on neck, legs, and trunk. Usually with the

appearance of the rash there is a rise of temperatue .
J

especially in these cases where the rash makes its app¬

earance after tlBo temperature has fallen to normal.
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(23)
De Bruix notes in the Syrian epidemic in 1892

that he has seen cases of Sengue in which the only sy¬

mptom: has been t&£ erupt ion, also where all the sympt¬

oms of the disease were typical together with rash all

erer the body but no temperature, Shis epidemic was

marked by the eruption appearing in every case of thee

disease. Ihere appears to be no relation between the

severity of the disease and. the rash, but entirely due

to the idiosyncrasy of the toxine in certain epidemics

and. to that of the individual in others, combined with

the mean temperature of the atmosphere.
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JOINT JSKD MUSCLE SYMPTOMS. Pain is a constant

and early symptom in all epidemics. The severity is
*

not fortunately always thee same, as in bad cases it car.

be described as though a red hot iron was being thrust

into the joints. The curious point is, that the pain
i

cannot be definitely localised by pressure, and. that it

is more peri-articular than inter-articular. Very

frequently it is not in the joint atall but entirely

muscular,, aid very liable to attack tfeelumb^r muscles.

The paiin cones on suddenly and affects especially the

wrists, ankles, small joints of the fingers and toes

and knees. Swelling and. tenderness around the joints

may be present but in the majority of cases is not ap¬

parent. The pain is immediately relieved on deferv¬

escence of the fever. In many cases it disappears al¬

together. In others although the pain is relieved it

is present for several days after the patient has res¬

umed his ordinary occupations. It is then worse after

rest but on using his joints freely is ameliorated. In

the majority of coses where the pains persist they are

present in the joints of the fingers and. toes. In

these cases very frequently slight swelling and. tender-,

ness round the joints is apparent. Ladies have fre¬

quently toljd me they could, not get their ordinary

gloves on, I have known cases where patients four
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jweeks after an attack has heen recovered from have
I
been suddenly incapacitated from an attack of acute ■

pain in the ankle. If it had not been for an entire

absence of constitutional and local symptoms one would

have feared the development of some grave condition.

These attacks aVe particularly liable to come on if the

patient catches a chill. She acute pain during the

j fever is, I think, far more muscular than arthritic and

| is only referred to the joints. 1fy reason^is,that on
handling a limb and making gentle movement ©f the

■

joints no aggravation of the pain is present. On : -

asking the patient to resist the movement h<e at once

complains of very severe pain about tbsi; joint, but has

great difficulty in Idealising it exactly.

Uo true atrophy of the mus&les follows but

•nfy slight wastiag from disuse. There is no special
j

tenderness over the nerve trunks.
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CIRCULATORY SYSTEM, This system is not aff¬

ected. to any great extent. The only observations

that I oan find are that in some epidemics there is a

tendency to giddiness;many observers have noticed that

the pulse rate is slew in comparison with the height

ef the temperature. Sandwith observes that the pulse

may be quiet and. soft beating from 84 to 90 to th© min¬

ute although the temperature is 104° P. As a rule the

pulse taken in the morning is never over 102 beats to

the minute whilst in the evening not over 108. In

some epidemics the pulse is as rapid as 120 at the

height of the fever but no higher pulse rate has ever

been recorded. A very common phenomenon is fox the

pulse rate to be diminished to 50 or 60 after the tem¬

perature has fallen by crisis. A troublesome palpit¬

ation may occur during convalescence but it is not acc¬

ompanied or followed by any organi© disease of the

heart.

HA35MOHRAGIS. In very many epidemics in ^11

parts of th© world epistaxis has been a well marked

feature of the disease. This usually occurs at tiee

crisis and is at once followed by great relief, the

pains in the head, and behind the eyes being relieved

at once. The bleeding may be profuse but is never

dangerous and only in very exceptional cases is it ne¬

cessary to plug the nares.
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In some epidemics especially those described

in 1880 by Eugene foster of Angusta and D Aquin of Hew

York there is a marked tendency etohaemorrhages from

the nose, gums, bowels, stomach, lungs and uterus. In

this epidemic the convalescence was very slow and. weari

some. Probably due to the debility following the loss

of blood. In the Smyrna epidemic of 1889 besides the

haemorrhages noticed above haematuria was present.

BLOOD. The observations on the blood are at

present very inadquatej due no doubts to the fact that

1st the epidemics are generally so severe that the med-

ieali man has net the time to conduct the accurate obser¬

vations that are necessary, and 2nd that n<© demonstr¬

able parasite has ever been discovered, and much time

has been spent in trying to discover one at t2a® expense

of making blood counts. Erjpry one agrees that anaemia

is not present. The following are th® records of such

work.
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(2?)
The Queensland Branch of th® Sritisn Medical

Association instituted an enquiry into the Epidemic in

Brisbane in 1905 and no causal agent could be discover¬

ed. The findings of the Differential blood counts
were as given below.
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The above observations show a decrease from normal of
i

the Polymorphonuclear leucocytes and an increase of

Large Monouclears and an extraordinaty diversity of ob..
servations On the Lymphocytes, From the above record3

nothing definite can be made out except the increase
in the mononuclears.
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Sal four gives the following as ties result of
his observations in Igypt in 1906.
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Here ttee Polynuclear leucocytes are undoubted.-
ly diminished in number whilst the large mononuclears
are increased, and the lymphooytes very much se indeed.
No diagnosis as to the day of the disease from the
blood count could be formed from the above data.
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(3Q).
Carpenter and Sutton made two series of exper

iments in Panama en the Differential leucocytin count

at different stages of the disease,
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Prom the above tables we have a very definite

decrease in the number of polynuolears and. a rise in

tjhe Large mononuclears; if we include th© transitional
with the large mononuclears it becomes very marked.

The Lymphocytes in all but three observations were very

auch increased. The Eosinophil cells seem to become

more numerous as the disease progresses.
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Ashbura and. Craig in MftMla in 1906 have made

the most extensive observations on the blood in Dengue.

Their results bear out the work of the previous writers

They found as follows.

Haemoglobin aid .colour index normal.

BED BLOOD COBPUSCLES. Ho anaemia* and never found

the red cells under 4*500,000. The size of the cor¬

puscles is unchanged. Poikilocytosis is not common

but may occur at the height of thee fever. Yacuolatita.

is very common both in fresh and unstained, blood. It

is most suggestive of parasitic invasion and must be

carefully guarded against in maldng observations. It

is not uncommon to observe cocci or bacilli either in

the blood plasma or attached to the Ifced Blood c®rpusc4'

-es but these are due to contamination.

LEU OOCYTES. Marked. leucopenia. The lowest

number recorded, was 1,200 per cubic millimetre and. the

highest 4*860. The average was 3.800 per cram. This

charaoter is progressive and. most marked, on the 5th or

the 6th day. No morphological change occurs in the

leucocytes. There is a decrease in the polymorphonu¬

clear cells and. an increase in the small lymphocytes.
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In the blood, taken from a case of experimental

intravenous inoculation of filtered, blood, in which the

differential count was carefully carried, out. ^he re-
i

suits were.

Polymorph- Small lym- Large lym- Sosinoph-
onucleaz's phocytes. phocytes. iles

1st day of
Disease 50.0# 41.0# ?.5# 1.5#

3rd day 52.0# 36.0# 8.0# 4.0#

6th day 48.0# 14.0# 32.0# 6.0#

Vedder who carried out hundreds of counts

their behalf found. the Polymorhponuclears greatly de¬

creased.^ the small lymphocytes greatly increased, and.

the large lymphocytes moderately increased during the

later days of the illness.

BLOOD PLATES. No change either in number er appear¬

ance.

4

BLOOD PLASMA.. He organism was found, of any etiologi¬
cal significance and. only in ©no or two instances con*,

taminations were present.
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at,tmirttTAB.Y CANAL. This is affected only as

part of the general toxaemia and no definite symptoms
are characteristic of the disease. ?h® tongue is coat¬

ed with a mois£ white fur which in severe cases becomes

try and yellow. Very frequently th^ereis a most dis¬

agreeable taste in the mouth. Nausea or actual vomit¬

ing with abdominal pain may occur at the commencement
#f the attach. Great dhstaste for 41 food and. what

is very curious is the distaste fo:r liquids which is

practically peculiar to this fever. In oertain epi¬

demics diarrhoea and. haemorrhage from the bowels, but

the latter is rare, Haematemesis has also> been noted,

Constipation is the general rule. A raest painful con¬

dition of the tongue and. imioous membrane ef the buccal

cavity has been described in certain epidemics from

the days ef Bash. They have been described as .Aphth-.

eus sores. They consist of isolated greyish vesicles

one sixteenth of an inch in diameter, each surrounded
•

*

with an area of congestion, are very painful and usu¬

ally appearing on the fceeoadror third day ef the fever

These small vesicles burst leaving a small superficial

ulcer which soon clears up when the temperature falls

to normal. A common condition is a sore throat,whieh.

is marked by a dry congested appearance ef the mucous

membrane.

The liver and spleen are not enlarged nor is

there any tenderness ever the abdominal viscera.
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RESPIRATORY SYSTEM. This system is practi¬

cally unaffected. The respiratory rate varies -with

the temperature being raised in proportion to the in¬

crease in the temperature. In certain epidemics a

slight nasal catarrh has been ebserved. This absence

•f any respiratory trouble is useful in diagnosis from

Influenza. Bo Brun has noticed that owing to very se¬

vere psi'n in the chest the patient may be prevented

from lying down. The pain necessitatlpgyvery frequent

and short respirations. Charles of Calcutta describes:

certain fatal cases where the lungs became ©edematous

and the patient became comatose.

■NeRVOUS SYSTEMt Is affected secondarily to

a marked toxaemia in severe cases. The symptoms are

a great irritability of temper and. extreme restlessness

Insomnia is frequently very troublesome and at night

there may bo a certain amount of delirium especially

with a high temperature. In children delirium and

convulsions are common especially when the temperature

reaches 104°F. or over. In some cases I have remark¬

ed an extreme nervousness on the part of the patient

and a fixed, belief that he is really suffering from a

very serious illness with great alarm about his condi¬

tion. This is out of all proportion to tho severity

of the attack. It was observed in tho Hongkong opi—
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demic of 1895 that Delirium going on to dema occasion¬

ally occurred and also maniacal and suicidal tendencies

were present in very severe attacks. A peculiar hyp-

eraesthetic condition of the dkin has been noticed.

Sandwith has observed in Egypt that convalescence

from severe cases, the patient may suffer from impair¬

ment of memory, sleeplessness and even mild delirium.

In Other cases tryingdebilitating neuralgias are

apt to occur and partial paralysis has been noted in

one or more lirnbs. As regards Special senses the eye

is the only one ever affected. In this there is a su¬

ffusion of the conjunctiva almost amounting to conjun¬

ctivitis with an increased secretion from th® lachrymal

gland. She eye muscles seem to be especially liable

to be implicated and. to be excessively painful on move¬

ment.

KENAL SYSTEM. The kidneys are never affect¬

ed and. albumen is practically never present in the urw

ine as a result of dengue. !h® urine is high colour¬

ed., never suppressed. Painful micturition and. haema-

turia have been noticed but excessively rare.

GENERATIVE SYSTEM. Orchitis has been pre¬

sent in many epidemics but is transient and uncommon.

Metrorrhagia is very common in certain epidenv

ics and. there seeims to be ne doubt that abortion

eccur as a result of the disease.
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hemopoietic system* the spleen is never en¬

larged. The lymphatic glands have heen described as

being enlarged and tender in many epidemics in all

quarters of the globe. In the West. Indian and. Americ¬

an epidemics in 1828 it was noticed that the Cerl&c&l,

Axillary and. Inguinal glands were swollen and painful;

coincident with the outbreak ef the Terminal rash. In

the American epidemic ef 1880 besides the enlargement

and painful condition fe the glands the unique ebserval
-tion was made that these glands remained in this cend.if
-titin for several months. fhe glands are by no means

always enlarged and in only a percentage of cases are

they palpable or palinful. ?he highest percentage ef

eases in which the glands were enlarged was in the

epidemic in Buimah in 1902 when of &11^.the cases

had enlarged glands. these were the Superficial cervf
ical, axillary, inguinal and supra-condylar glands.

When future epidemics occur with enlarged glands, I

would think,that there would be a greater chance of

finding the causal agent of the disease in one of

these glands. In. the epidetthie in Hongkong in 1902 I

saw no cases with enlarged glands.
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VARIABILITY OF BPIDSMIC TYPE. In this fever

no very definite type ef disease is universal. In the

same district it very frequently happens that th<s fol¬

lowing year dheoof the most characteristic symptoms of

the former outbreak is completely wanting or definite-
(28)

ly altered in character. De Brun of Beyrouth who has

had the opportunity of seeing many epidemics writes
t

that no two epidemics are exactly the same. "One

epidemic will be characterised by skin eruptions in all.

cases whilst in others no eruption is visible from

start to finish. The tepperature differs very much,

the majority of epidemics being characterised by high

fever but again the fever may be so mild as to be ab¬

solutely of no account. In some epidemics great pains

and headaches whilst in ethers a condition resembling

the end ef a typhus."-.

Prom all writings that I have read on the dif¬

ferent epidemics I have gathered the following sympt-

,©ins which are common to all. The sudden onset of the

disease with a distinct nervous depression and feeling

of acute illness, suffusion of the conjunctivae with

pain in or behind the eyebhlls. Severe headache gen¬

erally frontal. Sharp shooting pains in the back and

extremities. A rise of temperature in the majority

of cases to above 102°F. A complete distaste to all

food if not actual nausea. She actual illness is of
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short duration the patient being convalescent after a

■week or less. These are invariable ana. I "will now ate

shortly discuss the main features of what may be th©

different ©purses of the disease. The course of the

Temperature may be divided into three groups. (1) A

high initial temperature of 103°P. ot 104°P. which is
maintained from 24 to 48 hours and. then drops by cris¬

is to normal and no further rise takes place.

(2). The same high temperature but instead of
dropping by crisis it gradually and steadily falls to
normal through two or three days.

(3). A high temperature from 102° to 105° P. that
drops by crisis after 24 hours to normal or 99° P. and

remains so for 36-48 hours and then suddenly runs up

again to 101° or 102° P. and remains elevated for two or

three days.

the rashes are very variable the erythema be¬

ing absent in many epidemics, if it does occur,it is

always within the first 15 hours of the initial rise

of Temperature.

ihe terminal rash when present in the case®

of fever in the 1st and 2nd. groups may appear when the

temperature reaches normal or may appoar any time with¬

in eight days after the temperature has reached, nermal.

In the 3rd. group it almost invariably accompanies th©

second rise of Temperature. The rash generally fades

in two days but may last much longer and. may or may

a©t be irritable, usually follows.
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She joint pains may or may not bo accempani-
j.

ed by swelling and are variable in their intensity.
Dx/kjy/'

f?he after effects^in seme cases, especially it the pa-
tient is exposed to chill , be very severe and simulate

the pain of an acute rheumatic condition.

COMPLICATIONS MP SEQUELAE^ Shese fortunate¬

ly are distinctly rare and. as a rule the patient in a

few days is in a fair way to recover his normal health.

In the epidemics in the near East bronchitis, ©atarrhl

pneumonia, vomiting, diarrhoea, intestinal, bronchial,

uterine and. vesical haemorrhages are described by the
(20)

Greek Medical Committee in 1089. ^wo cases of myelit¬

is wejee al®o put down as the result of Dengue. In

Egypt the sequelae may be a mental and. physical prostr¬

ation with persistent and annoying insomnia, over which

narcotics have little control, and anaemia may occur.

Great nervousness with trying and. debilitating neural¬

gia, severe diarrhoea, furuncles, abscesses and parti¬

al paralysis of one or mere limbs.

Hyperpyrexia is rare and pleurisy, peoricard¬

itis, endocarditis and menimgitis sometimes complicate

th« disease and alter its characteristics.

fhe lymphatic#^especially the superficial cer¬

vical, axillary and inguinal are sometimes enlarged an<.

painful.
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Two cob*#, I had charge of in Hongkong are very

interesting on account of the complications. She
first -was in a Colonel of the Indian Army aged 48. He

passed through a typical attack of Dengue and. his tem¬

perature was normal on the fourth day, never having beor.

above 103®P. He had been very depressed from the

first but not more than might be expected in a healthy

active man suddenly confined to bed with a painful ill¬

ness. On careful examination I oeuld not discover

the slightest abnormality and ho only complained of

indefinite pain in tho joints of his foot, ankles, and.

logs. Ho however informed me that ho was very ill anc.

certain ho was going to die, which ho did not wish to

do on account of his being a family man. a&ll persua¬

sion, explanation and tonic treatment being of no av¬

ail I persuaded him to enter the Civil Hospital where

ho could be carefully nursed. On admission there tho

Medical Officer confirmed my opinion as to ne organic

disease and it was not until after a month that he was

able to return to duty. His family and past history

being excellent there was no oauso ascertainable for

this condition except as the result of some functional

affection of the higher centres in the brain.

fhe second case was in a Subaltern aged 22

who had a very mild attack and resumed duty a week af¬

ter with a warning to take things easily and not to
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overtire homself. for ten days he -was prefectly well

and he then played fer his Company in a regimental"uheofc

#y ettjiK tie. ^aat evening at Mess he ceiaplained ef be¬
ing very tired and having severe pain in his legs, ahd.

said he had played a j/ery much harder game than he in¬
tended. She following morning £ told him net to °rv

to Parade and I examined him in bed and found he was

suffering from a multiple neuritis of beth lower ex¬

tremities. She museles were extremely painful when

grasped and. there was pain on pressure ever the nerves,

Movement of the limbs was painful and difficult. (gfon-

stitutional symptoms were absent except he said he fell;

very weak and slack. fortunately his orderly was a

skilful masseur and. with that and. strychnia internally

and later the faradic current he very rapidly improved

Within a month he was able to get up. She left leg

was then net painful and. the muscles enly slightly

wasted from disuse. She right leg was more wasted
i

and. slightly painful but no paralysis. Ho was extre¬

mely anxious to go on leave to Japan, with a friend of

his who promised to look after hin. After consultatiC'

ion we let him ge thinking the week's voyage and. cool¬

er climate would be beneficial. He improved rapidly

and forgot our warning, with the resylt that the neur¬

itis came baek in the right leg and settled down in

the seiatic nerve. Ho was treated in Yokohama and. on

expiration of his three months leave returned to Hong-
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-•-keng much worse than when he went away. there was

considerable wasting of the hamstrings and leg muscles

but no electrical changes and no sensory changes, and

no pain. ^he reflexes were slightly exaggerated. I
would have been inclined to think if it had not been

for the wasting that it was an hysterical manifestation

as his father and grandfather both died after a stroke

and he was then very nervous. A Medical Board inval¬

ided him home and. ceuld ceme to no definite conclusion

as to the lesion. In London ho placed himself under

a nerve specialist who besides electrical treatment en¬

couraged him to use his leg as much as possible. He

became rapidly worse and found great difficulty in walk

ing. On consulting Sir "Victor Horsey who thought it
was probably raengineal as a slight scoliosis was then

present^ he^ ordered rest, massage, and a liberal diet
Under this he rapidly imprcved^se much seJsthat before
the year was finished he was practically well and thor¬

oughly able to do his work in the Accounts Department

to which ho was transferred. Hhen I saw him in India

four years later I found the right leg definitely smal

ler than the left leg but no signs of any paralysis 01

sensory changes. I may be wrong in the e*nelusie:&
that it was the result of Dengue but in the absence of I

any signs or history of venereal trouble etc. it is ver

y difficult to conceive of a reason in a previously th

thoroughly healthy athletic well developed six feet

subaltern.
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MORTALITY & MORBID ARATOMY. Itts* most ex¬

ceptional fer the disease to be followed by a fatal re-

suit except in young children and chronic or aged in-

valids. Children may succumb it the temperature is

allowed to rise above 104*F. Delirium and convulsions

then determining the fatal issue.

In the Calcutta epidemic described by Charles

he saw rare cases which went fatal. In these the

lungs became oedematous, the patient drowsy and cyano¬

tic and. passed into a comatose cendition with hyperpy¬

rexia and. death.

Paine in Texas 1885 observed a localisation

of iaflamation on tho serous membranes especially

pleura and. peritoneum.

Hirsch mentions seasons infiltrations in the
vicinity of the joints, and reddening of the crucial

ligaments of the knee joints.
(2?) *

Hogue in Saigon in 189? gives tho results of

four post-mortems he performed on cases that died, from

the disease. The temperature in the fatal cases rose

to 10?.«6*F. Qen^estive phenomena increased and the
patients fell into absolute coma. face anaemic, in¬

jected and. swell en. The eyes projecting andwatery,

the pupils almost insensitive. A profound stupor is

painted on the countenance. She limbs are flaccid.
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Sensibility is abolished. Aspiration is laborious,

listessful , stertorous, and the lungs full of ronchi.

She Autopsy showed in every case some phenonw

onon of eenjestion, of two organs in particular the

lungs and the brain. On the surface of the lungs an

effusion of blackish blood which was present also in

the pulmonary/ tissue. The lungs were of a blackish

colour on section. Iutihe cranial cavity the menin-
T>

geal vessels were dilated and injected so that thoir

ramifications wore most marked. The meninges were ad-i

herent otothe brain. There ^as nearly always present

a liquid sare-purulent infiltration in the meshes of

the pia mater. The cavities of th© heart always con¬

tained a well marked quantity of blackish fluid blood.

The liver, spleen and kidneys also showed somi

phenomena of congestion but did not offer anything par¬

ticularly worthy of special notice.

Externally en the dependant parts of the body

well marked ecchymesis was very apparent.
K.

Th*e of the four cases were in patients of .

strong c©nstitutiou;the fourth was adipose but well. -

preserved and showed little post-mortem rigidity.
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DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSIS, When an epidemic is

raging tha diagnosis is aasy but the first few cases

often present great difficulty especially in the trop-

ics. New thatthe mosquito has been proved te be the

chief element An the spread ef the disease an early

diagnosis is of especial benefit^ to prevent the spread
of infection. Dengue fever must be diagnosed from

malaria, scarlet fever, measles, small pax, yellow fe¬

ver, rheumatic fever, influenza and seven day •fever.

MALARIA. She recognition of the Pl^samodium
in the blood is absolutely diagnostic of malaria.

She leucocytic differential count and. absolute count

in malaria will shew that the large mononuclear leuc¬

ocytes are increased in number, may be pigmented and.
-t/yrO

that there is a loueop^a; whilst in dengue it is the
small lymphocytes which are increased in number. She

general onset with acute shooting pains and erythema

are characteristic of dengue. The stages of a typi¬

cal attack ef Malaria, the temperature chart, action

of quinine etc. are usually quite sufficient to distin¬

guish the two diseases.

SCARLET FEVER . In the Tropics the disease

is excessively rare. The presence of an oederaatous

ulcerated sore thraot, with enalrged brawny cervical

glands, strawberry tongue and. absence of muscular and

joint pains make the diagnosis clear.
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MEASLES. She prodromal presence ef catarrh¬

al symptoms, Kopliks spots, absence of pains, and char¬

acter of the rashes makes the diagnosis evident.

SMALL POX la the first 3 or 4 days it is

almost impossible to diagnose this disease from denguej

if the erythematous blush that often occurs on the 2nd

day in small pox is present. When the true eruption

of small pox comes out on the fourth daythe diagnosis

is clear or when on the other handball the acutesympt-

oms suddenly disappear as in dengue.
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DENGUE.

Occurs between 40th
parallels all over
the world.

Mortality nil.

Temperature rises
to stadium then re¬
mission.

Pulse rate increa¬
ses 8s diminishes
with the temperature.

YELLOW FEVER.

Only between th© 40th
parallels in the Atlanta
ic.

Mortality from 15 to 85#

"Temperature steadily
rises.

Two febrile attacks. One febrile attack.

Pulse rate diminishes as

the Temperature rises.

face flushed but no
icteroid tint except
in rare cases en 3rd
day.

faoe flushed but icteroid
tint on first day.

Well marked rashes
never petechial.

Urine normal never

supressed.

Bare and apt to be petech¬
ial.

Urine albuminous often
supressed.

Tendency tc haemorrh¬
age trivial & rare.

Haemat ernesis frequent and
grave.
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DENGUE. ACUTE
ABTICULAB RHEUMATISM.

Effusions into Synov¬
ial cavities do not
occur.

Dees occur.

Skin never flushed Skin flushed.

No pain on pressure. Very painful.

Pain not confined to
joints?

Confined to joints.

Bashes occur. Only sudaminal & mili
ary vesicles.

No acid sweats. Acid sweats.

Occurs in epidemics. Is not epidemic.

Marked depression. Depression not marked

Cardiac complications
unknown.

Cardiac complications
very common.

Leucopenia. Leucocytosis.

Temperature regular. Temperature very
irregular.
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DENGUE. INFLUENZA.

Strictly limited, to be¬
tween 43rd parallels N.
& 40th parallels S.

Distributed in gll cli¬
mates 8c all over the
world.

0&ly occurs in hot
season.

Common in cold season.

Limited te coast
line 8c rivers.

Unlimited distribution

Intense joint pains. PaiAn net so severe.

Patient prostrated. Ambulatory form, common

Catarrhal symptoms
absent.

Catarrhal symptoms in
the respiratory type
of the disease.

Well marked rashes. Bashes absent very
rarely a diffuse ery¬
thema.

Complications rare. Complications common.

Anorexia vomiting. Gastric symptoms only
in GastrAfrintestinal
fom.

Fever of short duration. Uncertain duration.
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imam.

PREVALENCE,
Long intervals in
epidemic form att¬
acking large proport¬
ion of residents.

SEVEN RAY, FEVER
of the tropics.

(53)
(Sogers)

Annually in sporadic
form.

DISTRIBUTION
Especially attacks Only known near the
eeast towns but eeast so far.
spreads far inland
up rivers.

RACE INCIDENCE
Europeans & natives
equally attacked.

Mostly hot months
but may prevail on
into cold season.

SEASONAL

RELAPSES
Hare occurred
same year?

Very severe.

in

PAINS

Very common in Europeans
rare in natives.

Prevails in hot and
rainy seasons only.

Very rare in same
year as first attack.

Net so severe.

JOINT SYMPTOMS
Very common and char- Absent or only present
acteristic. as slight pains.

CONVALESCENCE
May be tedious with Rapid no after
persistent joint joint pains,
pains.
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DEEGUE.
FEVEB.

Lasts 2 or 3 days
falling to normal
with crises or by lysis
with occasional very
short secindary rise.
Is remittent in char¬
acter.

SWEN DAY FEVER.

5-8 or more dyys with
typical saddle back re¬
mission to 100"er 9$ F.
otherwise continuous
in typo.

PULSE
Varies with temperature. Slow especially in ter¬

minal rise.
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PROGNOSIS is excellent as very few cases

have ever been recorded ef death primarily due to the

disease. However in chronic invalids and aged people

it may be the determining footer which breaks down the

resisting power and s© leads to death. This is well

.shown in the collection of ninety-three deaths made by

the Queensland Branch of the British Medical Associa¬

tion in 1905.

PROPHYLAXIS. there is no doubt that in the

very great majority of Towns and Cities where epidemics!
never

have occurred there should.be a return of an epidemic.
A

The Americans in their tropical possessions have shown

how completely Yellow fever and Malaria can be stamped

out;by rigid enforcement of laws dealing with standing

water. Unfortunately we as yet, have not been able

to educate our various populations and races up to

their standard. The City fathers are still very grua-

ging in supplying the money necessary for stamping out

the annoying mosquito pest;which unless thoroughly

and systematically done is of course a failure. The

money spent being then regretted and the purse strings

shut for many years. In certain towns enthusiasts

bring their methods into disrepute. I had such an ex¬

ample in Delhi. A Colonel <fch the staff was appointed

from Peshawur to command the troops in Delhi. HeHseatpi

for me and complained about the mosquitoes, the terri-
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-ble amount of severe fever present amongst the troops;

and said if I would help him,he would clear the Canton¬

ments of mosquitoes in six weeks ahd told me how he

had done it in Peshawur. I observed, that for a year

there was not to my knowledge a pool in Cantonments w'vi

which I could get at, that was net kept free from mos¬

quito-breeding. I pointed out that the Jumna varying

from £ to 1 mile in breadth flowed the whole length of

Cantonments at the foot of the walls. That the whole

surrounding country with the exception ©jj^ the ridge was

irrigated by canals which we could net touch. How¬

ever I would loyally help in every possible way. Sev¬

eral small tanks were drained and. emptied, at much ex¬

pense. Crude petrolium flowed like water. Several

wells were filled, up and after six weeks unceasing work

on the part ef the whole Cantonment staff augmented by

a gang of coolies the Colonel remarked he thought he o

only enoduraged. the mosquitoes. Ihus in these places

where the breeding places cannot be abolished the sick

must be isolated by mesquit© netting properly arranged,

In this way fresh infection is abolished, and the wide

spread dissemination prevented,

Quinine is useless as a prophylactic and no

drug is known that has any influence dor that purpose.
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TBEAIMEUT. 2her© is no specific drug that

will cut short the course of the fever., fhe only

thing that can. be done is to alleviate symptoms and to

control the temperature. "When the fever first made

its appearance bleeding, emetics and drastic purgations

were the usual remedies at the beginning of the attack.

Even then seme practioners disagreed with those remed¬

ies and contended that they brought their patients

through an attack just as quickly and far more comfort¬

ably than those who used the more heroic measures.
J

j After these remedies they used Opium and Antimonial
preparations with hot baths and fomentations. re¬

lieve the headache blisters and mustard cataplasms to

the temples.

A patient who is attacked should at once be

put to bed under mosquito curtains and protected from

the glare of the sun. In the rare cases in which tihe

patient has recently had a full meal and complains of

nausea and cannot vomit an emetic of two drams of "Vim-

um Azitimoniale will be found to be followed by great c

rdlief. In all cases a mild purgative should be giv¬

en; the best in my opinion is Calomel in doses of \ a

grain every J hour until 3 grains have been taken. If

by that time the bowels have not moved two drams of

magnesium sulphate or a Siedlitz powder should be giv¬

en. Avery light liquid diet of milk and soda water
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•r barley water is all that is necessary. for the

pain in the head and limbs a pill of Phenacetin grains5

Caffein gr. 1 and Godiene gr.£- taken three times a day

■will generally be most beneficial. Per the joint

pains hot fomentations are most comforting. 10 grains

©f Dover's powder at night will usually cause a good

night to be passed. In some cases the pains will be

so acute that a hypodermic of J tojj-ef a grain of mor¬
phia will be required. If nervous symptdmis supervene

the bromides sheuld be given in twenty grain doses.

Per the high temperature nothing equals cold

sponging with vinegar and water which usually is quite

sufficient. Sodium salicylate in ten grain doses

every Jour hours certainly keeps a ckeck on the temper¬

ature and in seme cases relieves the pain in the joints

As a rule though nothing but opium has this effect wher.

the pains are really severe.

During convalescence a tonic such as Easton's

or Fellow's syrup is of undoubted benefit. If the

pains in the joints continue they should be well rubb¬

ed with A.B.C. linament and a mikture containing Potass¬

ium iodide and Sodium salicylate should be prescribed.
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CONCLUSIONS.

1. Sengue is a Tropical and Sub-tropical fever limit¬

ed. to -between the 40th parallels North & South of the

Equator.

2. It occurs in the hottest and dampest seasons ©f

the year, and the epidemic is brought to a close by the

onset of the cold weather.

3. The fever is a coast disease and spreads rapidly

along esturies and rivers, and avoids altitudes.

4. Is endemio in Egypt and Syria.

5. Attaeks every race, age and sex equally.

6. Is pandemic in its outbreaks, which eecur at vary¬

ing intervals and according to no known law,

7. The disease is due to some ultra^xriicroscopic org¬

anism which is present in the peripheral blood.

8. The infection is carried by the Culex fatigans.

9. The incubation period varies from twenty-four

hours to seven days but is generally between two and

three days.

10. One attack usually but not always renders an in¬

dividual immune for that epidemic.

11. Seme individuals are naturally immune.

12. The attack is sudden in its onset and prodromal

symptoms most unusual.

13. There are usually two distinct rises of temperat¬

ure, but there may enly be one.
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14. 5here axe usually two distinct rashes, there may

be only one and in rare cases none atall.

15. Uo Anaemia is present. A distinct leucopenia
«

eccurs with a decrease 4n the number of pdlynuclear

cells, and increase of the large mononuclears and a

great increase in the number of lymphocytes.

16. She symptoms manifested, vary in detail betwfcdnfeet

different epidemics, and m$ty do so in the course of the

same epidemic.

1?. Complications and sequelae are rare.

18. It is practically non-fatal.

19. In the four fatal eases reported intense conges¬

tion of the brain and lungs was found at the post-marts

em examinat iohs.

20. That in the beginning of an epidemic where small

pox is prevalent the differential diagnosis between

the two diseases for the first three or four days is

extremely difficult or impossible.

21. By protection of the sick from the bitos of mosqu¬

itoes the disease can be strictly limited.

22. In districts which are cleared of mosquitoes the

disease is prevented from occurring although raging in

the surrounding country.

23. No drug is known as a specific in the treatment

#f the disease er will act as a prophylactic.
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APPENDIX I.

Bryden*s Annual returns of the European Army of India

1871 to 1876.

?he number of Dengue Cases returned with their monthly

prevalence in 1872.

Bengal.
Proper.

•

•

Binapore
Benares
Uawnpcre
Oude

Meerut.
&

Rehil-.
eund .

Agra
&

fentral
India

Punj aub

Strength
ft,of cas
es in
MARCH

7.458 !
•

•

1 .

6,767 5,128 ! 4,223 14,941

APRIL 214 I
MAY 418 .*
JU1IE 273 I
JULY 399 I 7

AUGUST 240 .* 413 114

SEPT. 69 I 630 126 ; 811

OCTOBER 43 ! 449 9 ! 172 2

HOVEM. 14 ! 88 17 ; 19 3

DECEM.
•

« 8 5 ! 2 4

fetal
•

•

hum. of
cases.

1671 1595 157 1,118 9

fhe above statistics shew hew very general the disease
was in India in 1872, the only known case where the

fever left the coast and. became wide-spread.

She abrupt termination of the epidemic character on thp

commencement of the cold weather is very well shown.
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APPENDIX III

CAIRO

ANNUAL TEMPERATURE HUMIDITY

YEARS 1884-1886 1887 1884-1886 1887

January 53.6°F 53.8 °F 70.0 72.8

february 56.6° 55.6° 66.6 71.9

March 61.?° 61.6° 57.6 63.2

April 70.2° 71.4° 46.6 49.5

May 75.2° 75.4° 48.3 47.5

June 83.3s 80.8" 42.6 47.0

July 82.4° 83.2° 49.2 52.7

August 82.0° 82.2° 55.2 59.1

September 76.8° 79.2° 62.5 63.0

Oetober 72.4° 78.6° 62.5 69.7

November 64.2° 67.4° 67.7 69.7

December 58.4° 58.8° 70.8 66.3

Average 69.6° 70.6* 58,6 61.0

fesgue first appeared at the end ef August and disapp¬

eared in December when the ©old weather began,

fhe minimum temperature falls from 50s P. in November t

41° P. in December. Prom the above statistics it is

evident that the disease requires the combination of

humidity and. heat. Shis occurs at the time of year

when the Nile is in flood.
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APPENDIX VI.
(SA)

Culex fatigans.

THORAX, brawn with two distinct dark lines en the denu¬

ded surface covered with pale gelden curved scales and.

with two mere or less distinct bare parallel dark lines

and three rews ef dark bristles.

ABDOMEN* dc&k brown to black with basal white or pale

creamy curved bands frnd White lateral spots. Tenter

white or yellow scaled,

LEGS* dark brown bases ef the femora and coxae pale*

knee spot and. sometimes the apex ef the tibia with a

faint yellow spot. Ungues of female equal and simple

in male the fore and mid-ungues are unequal and. under¬

rated, the hind equal and simple.

WINGS with the first submarginal cell longer setd narro
i

ewer than the second posterior cell, its stem variable

in length never less than a quarter the length ef the

cell; posterior cross vein distant twice its own

length from the mid cross vein.

Fmjat.i^heaD, brown covered with pale gelden brown to

creamy curved scales and a few scattered black, dark

brown and occasionally ochraceous upright forked

scales, flat creamy white scales laterally and a faint

pale narrow border reund the eyes, numerous black and

brown bristles;antennao dark brown with pale pubescence

basal joint pale ferruginous to ochraceous, basal half

of the second joint forruginous;palpi densely covered
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with deep brown scales and in seme specimens with a

few pale grey ones and with numerous .small l£-lack bris-

tles;preboscis covered with dark brown to violet black

scales sometimes paler in the middle and with a pale

apex.

iTHORAX, brown with two darked lines on the denuded sur¬

face sometimes with traces of a third median line, cov¬

ered with bright golden to pale gelden or almost fawn

coloured curved scales, some being rather broader than

ethers, there are al£o three rows of black bristles,

the median one ending at the bare space before the scu

tellunyscutellum dull oohraceeus with pale gelden to

| ereamy curved scales and. brown border bristles which
vary in number on the median lobe, metanoturn pale ches-<

taut brown in some specimens with darker markings;pieu

rae pale testaceous with throe or more small patches

of pale almost white scales.

ABDOMEN, covered with brown to doep purplish brown or

almost black scales each segment with a basal white

band rather expanded in the middle and with lateral

patehes which shew especially in gorged specimens,

p#hterior borders of the segments with pale golden

brown hairs; venter with numereus dull scales, the

first abdominal segment is dull echraceous brewn(black
in gorged specimens) with two patches of dull violet
black or oehraceeus scales and numerous gelden. brown

hairs.
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LEGSj with the coxae deep ©chraceous; femora deep brown

above and at the apex, grey beneath tipped with a few

yellow scales, tibia deep brown with a deep ©chraceeus

apical spot and with pale dull brown bristles, metat¬

arsi arid. tarsi deep brown to almost black with dull

oohraceous reflexions in some specimens, hind metat¬

arsi a little shorter than the hind tarsi, ungues equ¬

al simple and of moderate size,

WINGS, longer than the abdomen, the veins clothed wiith

brown and purplish brown scales long scales on the

whole of the second and fourth long veins, also on the

third, the upper branch of the fifth, and the end of

the sixth, as well as on both the branches of the fork

cells, the first suboaaigiaal cell longer and slightly

narrower than the second posterior cell its stem short

always more than one fourth the length of the cell,

the stem of the second posterior eell longer than that

of the sub-matginal cell but nearly as long as its fork,

the posterior oress vein a little longer than the mid

eross vein distant from the latter always more than

its own length usually about twice its own length dis¬

tant.

Haltores eehraeeous, slightly fuscous at the top.

Length 4,5 to 5.5 mm.
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MALE.HEAD> ornamented as in the female, antennae deep

amber brown with pale bands and dfl^e brown vertioillate

hairs, basal joint large pale ochraeeeus, palpi deep

eehraceeus covered with brown scales, with a single

pale band towards the basal third., longer than the pro¬

boscis by the last joint and. nearly half the penultim¬

ate joint, the, last joint tapering to a point just a

little longer than the penultimate joint, clothed on

each side of the last two joints with moderately long

but scanty dark brown hairs which alse exist at the ap¬

ex of the anti-penultimate joint, proboscis deep eohra-

eeous swollen towards the apical end covered with deep

purplish brown scales, apex testaceous sharply acumin¬

ate.

ABDOMEN, narrow covered with brown scales deep purpl¬

ish brown to almost black, in some specimens with basa]

white bands which on the last few segments spread out

laterally;venter with grey or dull white scales cloth¬

ed above and laterally with numerous golden brown

hairs.

WINGS, with tho bases of the fork cells nearly level,

the first sub-maiginal oell from tee and a half to two

and a half times as long as the oell, posterior cress

vein about twice its own length distant from the mid

cress vein.
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LEGSj rather more ©chraceous than in the female, fore

and mid ungues unequal, dark brown to black; in the

fore legs both are toothed the larger one having a

long blunt tooth about thei mdddle, the smaller a sharp

pointed one towards the base, in the mid legs, the un¬

gues are very similar, but the larger tooth is a lit¬
tle more curved, hind ungues equal, small moderately

curved.

Length 4 to 5 mm.

SUB SPECIES.

A. Type. Abdomen dusky black with basal pure white

bands and basal white lat^oal spots;pleurae and met-
anetum chestnut brown; thorax with two dark parallel

linos.

B. Sub species luteocinnulatus.

Abdomen d.usky black or brown with basal flax¬

en eurved bands and. pure white lateral spots, pleurae

and metanoturn chestnut brown, thorax with traces of

two parallel bare median lines.

C. Sub species liacleayi.

Abdomen brown with basal pale flaxen to al¬

most white bands and white lateral spots, thorax with

two very:.clear median parallel bare lines in front wid¬

ening eut towards the fore end.

D. Sub species Skusii.

Abdomen with pale flaxen bands and white

spots thorax with traces^df parallel bare lines.
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E. Sub^p»ecies trilineatus.

In which the median line of dark thoracic

bristles shows as a third median line on the thorax.

The Culex fatigans is found in all parts of

the world except temperate and Arctic regions. It is

essentially a household mosquito and found wherever

man goe§* It undoubtedly be spread by means of
steamships and railway trains in which it is frequent¬

ly found.

The larvae live in butts, tanks and other

small artificial collections of water found round hous¬

es. It is especially a night mosquito and one of the

most pertinacelus and troublesome.

Boss calls it the grey mosquito and found it

to be the carrier of the Proteosoma ef birds. Hansen

reports it as being the carrier of Filaria Sanguinis

Hominis and now must be added the organism of Dengue

fever.
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